Abstract. Improved insight into the molecular characteristics of hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is required to predict prognosis and to develop a new rationale for targeted therapeutic strategy. Bioinformatics methods, including functional enrichment and network analysis combined with survival analysis, are required to process a large volume of data to obtain further information on differentially expressed genes (DEGs). The RNA sequencing data related to HCC in The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) database were analyzed to screen DEGs, which were separately submitted to perform gene enrichment analysis to identify gene sets and signaling pathways, and to construct a protein-protein interaction (PPI) network. Subsequently, hub genes were selected by the core level in the network, and the top hub genes were focused on gene expression analysis and survival analysis. A total of 610 DEGs were identified, including 444 upregulated and 166 downregulated genes. The upregulated DEGs were significantly enriched in the Gene Ontology analysis (GO): Cell division and in the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway: Cell cycle, whereas the downregulated DEGs were enriched in GO: Negative regulation of growth and in the KEGG pathway: Retinol metabolism, with significant differences. Cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK)1 was selected as the top hub gene by the PPI network, which exhibited a similar expression trend with the data from the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database. Survival analysis revealed a significantly negative correlation between CDK1 expression level and overall survival in the TCGA group (P<0.01) and the GEO group (P<0.01). Therefore, high-throughput TCGA data analysis appears to be an effective method for screening tumor molecular markers, and high expression of CDK1 is a prognostic factor for HCC.
Introduction
Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is one of the most common types of cancer (1, 2) , with >780,000 new cases and ~745,000 deaths annually worldwide (3) . Unfortunately, there are only a few treatment options, with unsatisfactory efficacy. Tumor stage is a decisive factor in the selection of treatment strategy. Liver transplantation and hepatectomy are the best potentially curative treatment regimens for patients with HCC. However, a number of patients with advanced-stage HCC are not eligible for these treatments. The 5-year survival rate for advanced HCC currently remains poor. Despite a number of studies attempting to elucidate the mechanism underlying tumorigenesis, no method has been found to be suitable for the entire patient population due to the lack of specificity and sensitivity. Therefore, it is urgent to identify sensitive and specific biomarkers for HCC progression and to elucidate the molecular mechanisms involved in HCC progression to predict prognosis and to develop a novel targeted therapeutic strategy.
Genome-wide expression profiles have recently been used to identify differentially expressed genes (DEGs) during disease progression (4, 5) , which enables the identification of candidate biomarkers for the diagnosis, therapy and prognosis of tumors. The high-throughput platforms of gene expression are the base of genome-wide regulatory and interaction networks (5, 6) . Recently, next-generation sequencing accompanied by higher throughput developed rapidly, allowing more accurate and comprehensive examination of global gene expression profiles (7) . However, to date, there have only been a few studies with a small sample size that used RNA sequencing data in the transcriptomic landscape of HCC (8, 9 and it is imperative to further elucidate the prominent role of whole-transcriptome sequencing in HCC. The Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) is a project that was initiated in 2005 by the National Cancer Institute to identify genetic mutations implicated in cancer using genome sequencing and bioinformatics. A large number of tissue samples are stored in the TCGA database and examined from multiple aspects, including genomic expression. In addition, the data are freely available to all researchers for their individual studies (7) . Therefore, the large TCGA RNA sequencing (RNAseq) dataset was used in the present study.
All RNAseq data and clinical data were extracted from the TCGA database of HCC. Global gene expression changes were compared between tumor tissues (T) and adjacent non-tumor tissues (NT) and numerous DEGs were identified. Then, DEGs were subjected to a gene enrichment analysis with an online functional annotation tool to identify gene sets and signaling pathways that were significantly enriched with DEGs, and to construct a protein-protein interaction (PPI) network and obtain hub genes for survival analysis. Then, the top hub gene, cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK)1, which is crucial for the mitotic process, was further analyzed and validated with Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) data to conduct a survival analysis, in order to determine whether CDK1 expression is directly associated with survival time and prognosis in HCC.
Materials and methods
TCGA data of HCC. All available TCGA data on HCC were obtained from the TCGA data portal (TCGA group). In September 2016, there were RNAseq data on 424 HCC samples, including 324 single tumor samples, 50 pairs of HCC and adjacent non-tumor liver tissues, and clinical data including survival time and survival status records of 370 patients (excluding 1 case without survival time and 3 cases of recurrence). The data, which had been generated using the Illumina HiSeq 2000 platform, were annotated to a reference transcript set of Human GRCh38/hg38 gene standard track.
GEO data of HCC. We extracted a microarray expression profile (GEO group) from the GEO database. All 247 patients with HCC included in the GSE14520 profile were identified; 26 patients were excluded from this study, including 22 patients on GPL571 and 5 without outcome data (1 case was on GPL571 and had no outcome data). Finally, 221 patients carried out on GPL3921 were included in the present analysis. All liver tissues were obtained from patients who underwent radical resection between 2002 and 2003 at the Liver Cancer Institute and Zhongshan Hospital Affiliated to Fudan University. Tumor sample processing and microarray analysis were performed as reported by Roessler et al (10, 11) .
Global gene expression analysis. Differential gene expression analysis with RNAseq data was performed using R package edgeR (7, 12) . As suggested by edgeR, genes of low read counts are usually not of interest in DGE analysis. Therefore, an average raw read count for each gene >1 was applied to determine candidate genes that were reasonably expressed. The T/NT expression fold change (FC) denotes upregulation or downregulation according to the FC value. Subsequently, logFC, logCPM, P-value and the corresponding false discovery rate (FDR) were all reported by the R package. FDR <0.05, logCPM >1 and |logFC| >2 were set as inclusion criteria for DEG selection. The gene expression level based on microarray data was calculated using R package limma with RMA correction.
Gene ontology (GO) and pathway enrichment analysis. GO analysis is a useful method for annotating genes and gene sets with biological characteristics for high-throughput genome or transcriptome data (13) . The Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) pathway is a knowledge base for systematic analysis of gene functions (14) . The Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID) provides a comprehensive set of efficient and concise annotation tools for researchers to understand the biological meaning behind numerous genes (15) . GO and KEGG pathway enrichment analysis were used for DEGs using the DAVID database. FDR<0.05 was set as the cut-off criterion for the two analyses.
PPI network. PPI networks can provide information on the molecular mechanism underlying cellular activity. In the present study, a PPI network of DEGs was constructed using an online database, the Search Tool for the Retrieval of Interacting Genes (STRING), which is designed for evaluating PPI information. STRING (version 9.0) covers 1,133 organisms, including 5,214,234 proteins (16) . We mapped DEGs to STRING to identify the interactive relationships among DEGs. A confidence score of 0.4 was set as the cut-off criterion, and the top 10 DEGs of node degrees were selected as hub genes.
Statistical analysis. All data analyses were performed in the R programming environment (version 3.2.5) and Bioconductor (17) . Statistical analyses were carried out with GraphPad Prism 5.0 software (GraphPad Software, Inc., La Jolla, CA, USA). Single comparisons between two groups were performed with the Student's t-test. Survival analysis was performed according to the Kaplan-Meier analysis and log-rank test. Overall survival (OS) was defined as the time between the date of surgery and date of death or the date of the last follow-up. P-values <0.05 were considered to indicate statistically significant differences.
Results

Identification of DEGs.
In the present study, gene expression profiles from TCGA were utilized to compare gene expression between T and NT. By comparing the RNAseq read counts of the various genes and subsequently applying the cut-off criteria, 610 genes were identified as DEGs, including 444 upregulated and 166 downregulated genes. High expression genes (logCPM>1) were included in the volcano plot, with low expression genes excluded (Fig. 1) . Subsequently, a heatmap of DEGs was created; the mRNA expression profiles of T and NT resulted in obviously separate clusters (Fig. 2) .
Gene set enrichment analysis. To gain further insight into the function of identified DEGs for HCC, gene enrichment analysis was performed using DAVID, including GO and KEGG pathway enrichment analyses. Enrichment analyses of the upregulated and downregulated genes were performed separately, as previously recommended (18) . By subjecting the upregulated genes to enrichment analysis, we observed numerous enriched gene sets. For GO biological process, the genes were mainly enriched in cell division. For GO cellular component, the gene enrichment mainly involved condensed chromosome and spindle. For GO molecular function, microtubule binding and protein kinase were implicated (Fig. 3) . A number of downregulated genes were significantly enriched in various GO domains (Fig. 4) . The biological process was associated with negative regulation of growth and mineral ion response, cellular component involved extracellular region and organelle membrane, and molecular function was related to heme binding and enzyme activity. We further investigated the functional implications of these DEGs in the development of HCC by KEGG pathway analysis. A number of DEGs were enriched in four KEGG pathways, including Cell cycle in upregulated DEGs and Retinol metabolism, Mineral absorption and Chemical carcinogenesis in downregulated genes (Figs. 3 and 4) .
PPI network. The PPI network of DEGs was constructed, which consisted of 568 nodes and 1,952 edges, with a mean node degree of 6.87. The top 10 genes were selected as hub genes by degree, such as CDK1, TOP2A, CCNB1, CDC20, PLK1, BIRC5, CCNB2, FOS, AURKA and AURKB (Fig. 5) . Subsequently, the hub genes were again submitted to STRING to verify the interaction among them. The PPI network consisted of 10 nodes and 40 edges, with a mean node degree of 8, and showed a closer protein interaction among the hub genes (Fig. 6) . Then, the top hub gene, CDK1, was selected as a candidate gene for further analysis.
CDK1 overexpression and correlation with hub genes. Next, to validate dysregulated expression of CDK1, we analyzed its expression data separately with 50 pairs of T and NT, and all samples in the TCGA group. These data confirmed that CDK1 was significantly overexpressed in HCC compared with adjacent NT tissues ( Fig. 7A and B) , with >2-fold increase in CDK1 expression in 98% (49/50) of the tumors (Fig. 8) . A similar result was found in the GEO group (Fig. 7C) . To further investigate the link between CDK1 and the other hub genes, Pearson's correlation was used and revealed a statistically significant correlation between CDK1 and TOP2A (R= 0.96, P<0.01), CCNB1 (R= 0.91, P<0.01), CDC20 (R= 0.90, P<0.01), PLK1 (R= 0.91, P<0.01), BIRC5 (R= 0.93, P<0.01), CCNB2 (R= 0.94, P<0.01), FOS (R= -0.63, P<0.01), AURKA (R= 0.81, P<0.01) and AURKB (R=0.90, P<0.01) (Fig. 9) .
Survival analysis. In the TCGA group, a total of 370 cases of HCC patients were enrolled in the study. The patients were divided into two groups according to gene expression, and expression levels higher than the median were classified into the high expression group; otherwise, they were classified into the low expression group. OS was calculated based on gene expression. Subsequently, survival analysis was performed to determine the association between the gene expression level and patient OS. We found that the expression level of the hub genes, except FOS, was negatively correlated with OS, with a statistically significant difference (P<0.01; Fig. 10A ). We further analyzed the data to validate our findings in the GEO group. Similarly, Kaplan-Meier and log-rank test analysis revealed that the gene expression level was negatively correlated with OS (Fig. 10B ). To summarize, high expression of CDK1 was shown to predict a worse prognosis in patients with HCC.
Discussion
Despite the surgical and medical advances in the treatment of HCC patients, the overall mortality has remained unchanged over the past decades (2) and the molecular mechanism underlying the development of this cancer has not been fully elucidated. HCC remains one of the most common causes of cancer-related morbidity and mortality. HCC is very difficult to detect at an early stage, and there are currently no effective treatments for patients with advanced-stage disease. Therefore, it is crucial to improve survival rate and prognosis through understanding the etiological factors and molecular mechanisms involved in HCC. Recently, microarray technology has rapidly developed and has been widely applied to identify general genetic alterations in malignant diseases, such as HCC (19, 20) . With the recent technological advances, next-generation sequencing enables a more comprehensive and accurate examination of global gene expression profiles. High-throughput analyses are used to identify gene expression signatures to improve the accuracy of prognosis (21) .
In order to identify potential biomarkers for HCC prognosis and therapy, we used data from TCGA to access valuable information on liver cancer. A total of 610 DEGs were identified, including 444 upregulated and 166 downregulated genes. To further elucidate the underlying function of DEGs, functional enrichment analysis based on GO and pathway enrichment analysis based on KEGG were performed using DAVID. These upregulated genes were mainly enriched in the GO and pathways related to proliferation, such as cell division and cell cycle, while the downregulated genes were mainly enriched in negative regulation of growth, immune response, redox reactions and signal transmission. Numerous abnormally modified GO and KEGG pathways were closely associated with cancer. Redox reactions and biological metabolism are important for maintaining normal life activities. Recent studies have demonstrated that normal immune function is crucial for the prevention and treatment of tumors (22, 23) . Reprogramming energy metabolism and evading immune destruction are considered to be two newly emerging hallmarks, which are as important as uncontrolled proliferation and evasion of apoptosis in tumorigenesis and tumor progression (24, 25) . Our results demonstrated a liver cancer cell state of enhanced proliferation and division, reduced negative growth regulation, redox electron transport and immune function.
Among these DEGs, a closely interacting PPI network was found, including 10 genes, namely CDK1, TOP2A, CCNB1, CDC20, PLK1, BIRC5, CCNB2, FOS, AURKA and AURKB, which were again analyzed by DAVID and were found to be associated with cell division and proliferation. CDK1 had a highest degree in the PPI network and was considered as the top hub gene. Pearson's correlation analysis revealed that the expression of other hub genes exhibited a significantly positive correlation with CDK1, except FOS, the expression of which had a significantly negative correlation with tumors.
The cell cycle is the series of events that occur during cell division and DNA duplication, and it is an evolutionarily conserved process necessary for mammalian cell growth and development. For cells to accurately duplicate their contents and divide, they must proceed through the steps of the cell cycle in a specific order. Loss of normal cell cycle control is a hallmark of human cancer (26) . Tumor cells accumulate genetic alterations that lead to unscheduled cell proliferation and genomic instability. Chromosomal instability is correlated with poor prognosis in multiple solid tumors, indicating that increasing genetic diversity contributes to altered tumor cell survival and chemoresistance (27) . At present, several cell cycle-related genes have been reported to be involved in HCC initiation and progression (28, 29) . Our results demonstrated that a large number of DEGs were significantly enriched in the molecular process related to cell cycle, cell division and growth regulation, demonstrating that cell cycle and cell regulation disorders are crucial for tumorigenesis in HCC.
CDKs are master regulatory kinases and coordinate all cell cycle events. During the entire cell cycle, cyclins, which are expressed periodically, and CDKs, which are relatively stable, combine to form a complex, which activates the kinase activity of CDKs and can precisely regulate the cell cycle at different phases through inducing or inhibiting the expression of several genes necessary for cells to enter mitosis. CDK1 is a catalytic subunit of M phase-promoting factor, which acts mainly towards the end of the G2 phase and can direct cells into the mitotic M phase. Cyclin B synthesis begins in the late G1 phase, increases in the S phase, peaks in the late G2 and M phase, then enters the nucleus and binds to CDK1. When the cells exit the M phase, cyclin B is degraded, the kinase activity of CDK1 is inactivated, and the cells are guided into the next cell cycle (30) . CCNB1 overexpression promotes cell proliferation and tumor growth in human colorectal cancer (31) , and is a poor prognostic factor for breast cancer (32) .
PLK1 plays an extremely important role in the replication of hepatitis B virus, tumor metastasis and autophagy (33) (34) (35) .
TOP2A, as a common predictor of chemotherapy efficacy, exhibits a significant correlation between its amplification or deletion and the reactivity to anthracyclines (36) . Patients with high expression of TOP2A were found to be more sensitive to anthracyclines, while patients with low expression were resistant to these agents (37) .
FOS, an AP-1 transcription factor subunit, is involved in mediating a number of biological processes, such as cell proliferation, differentiation and death (38) .
The aurora kinases (AURK) are an evolutionarily conserved family of serine/threonine kinases related to mitosis and meiosis, and most mitotic cells express two AURK isoforms (AURKA and AURKB). These kinases, as molecular switches, regulate multiple processes in cell division, including spindle organization, chromosome alignment, the spindle assembly checkpoint and cytokinesis, among others (39) .
CDC20 is an important cofactor of the anaphase-promoting complex or cyclosome (APC/C) E3 ubiquitin ligase by regulating APC/C ubiquitin activity on specific substrates for their subsequent degradation by the proteasome. It plays an important role in chromosome segregation and mitotic exit as a target of the spindle assembly checkpoint (40) .
BIRC5, a member of the inhibitor of apoptosis protein (IAP) family, plays an important role in apoptosis, proliferation and angiogenesis, and is an important prognostic marker and survival factor (41, 42) .
In the present study, the expression of the hub genes, except FOS, was found to be significantly increased in HCC, and the expression level was negatively correlated with OS, with a statistically significant difference. These results were similar to the expression in other solid tumors (4, (43) (44) (45) , showing the characteristics of the hub genes as oncogenes and the key role of the PPI network in tumorigenesis and tumor progression.
Taken together, the results of the present study demonstrated that several pathways are altered and numerous hub genes, including CDK1, are overexpressed in HCC, with the expression level being significantly associated with survival time; they may be indicative of poor prognosis and may be valuable as prognostic markers for HCC patients. It may be preferable to study these genes as a whole in the context of a PPI network for further analysis, as this will hopefully provide new insights into the molecular mechanisms, prevention and treatment of HCC.
There were certain limitations to the present study, as the results from the RNASeq and bioinformatics lack corresponding experiments in vitro and in vivo. Functional research is necessary to uncover the molecular mechanisms interlinking DEGs in HCC and their role in prognosis and therapy.
